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Abstract

Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) is often used to model the association

between a nominal outcome variable and one or more covariates. The results

of MLR are interpreted as relative risk ratios (RRR) and warrant a more coher-

ent interpretation than ordinary logistic regression. Some authors compare the

results of MLR to ordinal logistic regression (OLR), irrespective of the fact that

these estimate different quantities. We aim to investigate the time trends in

the use and misuse of MLR in studies including stroke patients, specifically

the extent to which (1) the results are denoted as anything other than RRR,

(2) comparisons are made of results with results of OLR and (3) results have

been interpreted coherently. Secondarily, we examine the use of model valida-

tion techniques in studies with predictive aims. We searched EMBASE and

PubMed for articles using MLR on populations of stroke patients. Identified

studies were screened, and information pertaining to our aims was extracted.

A total of 285 articles were identified through a systematic literature search,

and 68 of these were included in the review. Of these, 60 articles (88%) did not

denote exponentiated coefficients of MLR as relative risk ratios but rather

some other measure. Additionally, 63 articles (93%) interpreted the results of

MLR in a non-coherent manner. Two articles attempted to compare MLR

results with those of OLR. Nine studies attempted to use MLR for predictive

means, and three used relevant validation techniques. From these findings, it

is clear that the interpretation of MLR is often suboptimal.

KEYWORD S
interpretation, modelling, odds ratio, relative risk ratio, risk ratio

1 | INTRODUCTION

Stroke research has increased rapidly over the past
decades, leading to improved therapies and treatment
guidelines (Goyal et al., 2016; Grefkes & Fink, 2020;

Abbreviations: IPTWs, inverse probability of treatment weights; MLR,
multinomial logistic regression; OLR, ordinal logistic regression; OR,
odds ratio; RR, risk ratio; RRR, relative risk ratios.
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Rasmussen et al., 2020; Schönenberger et al., 2019;
Thomalla et al., 2018). However, if evidence-based guide-
lines are to improve patients’ outcomes, it is crucial for
such research that the statistical and epidemiological
methodologies are applied properly and results are inter-
preted correctly. Previous reviews investigating the meth-
odological conduct of prognosis studies conclude that the
research quality within some medical fields is generally
poor (Collins et al., 2011, 2014; Mallett et al., 2010). In
the field of stroke research, outcomes are sometimes
nominal or ordinal. For such outcome types, multinomial
logistic regression (MLR) may be used, and ordinal logis-
tic regression (OLR) may be used when the outcome is
ordinal. MLR is a standard statistical model used for out-
comes of nominal type and is useful for prediction, where
the goal is prognosis or diagnosis (Covert et al., 2020; Uijl
et al., 2020), estimating adjusted predicted probabilities
risks (Wolfe et al., 1999), discrete choice models
(Agresti, 2013) and can be used for the inverse probability
of treatment weights (IPTWs) with multiple exposure
groups (Boesgaard Graversen et al., 2021). However,
when used to estimate the effect of exposure, the inter-
pretation of the effect estimates can have implications, as
the model parameters represent log relative risk ratios
(RRR). Relative risk ratios have a more complex interpre-
tation than odds ratios (ORs) because they are a doubly
relative measure, though ORs themselves are not as eas-
ily interpretable as risk ratios (RR). While some sources
reflect the correct use and interpretation (Duchon, 2014),
critical assessment of study results and conclusions is dif-
ficult due to the complexity of the model. This leaves
uncertainty as to how often MLR is used, with the inter-
pretation of coefficient estimates being flawed. Moreover,
healthcare professionals may have uncritically applied
study results in clinical guidelines, which potentially
leads to treatment choice and patient diagnosis, sup-
ported by flawed conclusions in research using MLR.

An alternative to MLR is the so-called OLR model,
which can be used when the outcome variable is ordinal
and can assume more than two values (Kleinbaum &
Klein, 2010). OLR can be used to estimate ORs and relies
on the so-called proportional odds assumption
(Gelman & Hill, 2006; Kleinbaum & Klein, 2010), an
assumption not used for MLR. Another misuse of MLR
has been seen when it is used to validate the proportional
odds assumption (Topriceanu et al., 2021). Furthermore,
some authors compare the results of MLR and OLR,
irrespective of the fact that these estimate different
quantities.

In the current study, we seek to understand the reach
of misconduct when applying MLR to comparative stud-
ies in stroke-related medical sciences. Hence, we aim to
investigate the time trends in the use and misuse of MLR

in studies that include patients with stroke. Specifically,
we aim to assess to what extent the included studies:

1. Denote the exponentiated coefficients as RRR or
equivalent?

2. Compare the results of MLR to those of OLR?
3. Interpret the results of the MLR model coherently,

such that the RRRs for the same exposure groups are
interpreted together?

Additionally, we are interested in the use of MLR for
prediction and examine whether studies with a predictive
aim use any form of data split, external validation or sim-
ilar to assess the models’ predictive ability (Altman
et al., 2009; Moons et al., 2009; Steyerberg &
Vergouwe, 2014).

2 | BACKGROUND

Logistic regression models have been widely used in the
medical sciences and still are. Using logistic regression, it
is possible to model the effect of one or more binary and
continuous explanatory variables on a binary outcome
variable. Logistic regression offers ease of interpretation
of the estimated effect, as both risk and ORs can be
derived from the estimated coefficients. Logistic regres-
sion can be extended to the case where the outcome vari-
able is nominal with more than two levels. This model is
called the MLR model, and the extension results in a
more complex model that has a wider application, but
this comes at the expense of interpretability when com-
paring outcomes between exposure groups. The MLR
model can, under some assumptions, be used to estimate
the adjusted predicted probabilities of outcomes in obser-
vational studies where covariate adjustment is necessary;
however, the model coefficients do not necessarily quan-
tify the effect of an exposure on the outcome.

Suppose Y is a nominal outcome variable with k
levels, then the MLR model can be expressed as,

log
P Y¼ ið Þ
P Y¼ 0ð Þ

� �
¼ βi,0þβi,1x1þ…þβi,mxm

for i¼ 1,…,k�1, where x1,…,xm are explanatory vari-
ables (Gelman & Hill, 2006; Kleinbaum & Klein, 2010).
Note that coefficients are specific to the i-th outcome
level, and thus ðk – 1Þ different sets of mþ1 regression
coefficients are estimated in the model. When using
MLR, one must specify a reference level, which is Y ¼ 0
above, but this choice is entirely arbitrary. In practice,
any category may be chosen as the reference category,
and the coefficients change accordingly.

FITZHUGH ET AL. 3117
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2.1 | Interpretation of the coefficients

In the commonly used logistic regression model, where
the outcome variable is binary, the exponentiated coeffi-
cients are interpreted easily as ORs. For MLR, this inter-
pretation has been reused in some studies (Matsukawa
et al., 2013; Rist et al., 2013; Zinkstok et al., 2014). How-
ever, the exponentiated coefficients cannot be interpreted
as ordinary ORs but should rather be interpreted as a
ratio of relative risks. This can be seen in the case where
mþ1, because

P Y¼ijx1¼1ð Þ
P Y¼0jx1¼1ð Þ

� �
P Y¼ijx1¼0ð Þ
P Y¼0jx1¼0ð Þ

� �¼ eβi,0þβi,1�1

eβi,0þβi,1�0 ¼ eβi,1

where the left-hand side is a ratio of the relative risks of
being in the outcome category i versus in the reference
category. As such, the exponentiated coefficients should
be interpreted and referred to as RRRs. Denoting expo-
nentiated coefficients as either OR, risk ratios (RR) or
any other measure is therefore misleading and may lead
to a faulty inference of effects. We instigate the extent of
this denotation error in answering our first question.

Additionally, the complexity of MLR raises another
issue connected to interpretation. A RRR above one may
be interpreted as increased risk in the exposure group
compared with the unexposed; however, a RRR above
one might as well be caused by a reduced risk in the ref-
erence group as a result of an increased risk in one of the
competing outcome groups. Most likely, the cause of the
RRR above one is a combination of both scenarios, which
warrants a coherent inherent interpretation of the RRRs
of all outcome categories; that is, all coefficients of a vari-
able must be interpreted together. The complexity of
interpretation increases with the number of outcome
groups, and even a RRR equal to one cannot uniquely be
interpreted as equal risk between exposure groups. An
example of one of these scenarios can be seen in
Figure 1, where the risk of Y ¼ 1 is the same in each
exposure group but the RRR is above one.

This is a result of a reduction in risk for Y ¼ 0 and an
increase in risk for Y ¼ 2, respectively, between exposure
groups, and thus any interpretation of the RRR for Y ¼ 1
versus Y ¼ 0 must be coherent with the interpretation of
the RRR for Y ¼ 2 versus Y ¼ 0. The histogram can be
extended to arbitrarily many outcome levels, and inter-
pretation would likewise be more complex. Moreover,
any coherent interpretation of the results of MLR must
recognize the doubly relative nature of RRR. In the case
where Y is binary, MLR reduces to OLR.

We instigate the coherency of interpretation in
answering our third question.

2.2 | Predicted probabilities

MLR may be used to derive both adjusted predicted prob-
abilities and conditional predicted probabilities. While
conditional predicted probabilities are useful for estimat-
ing risk differences within certain strata, adjusted pre-
dicted probabilities are useful for estimating marginal
risks for each exposure group and outcome class. Deriv-
ing predicted probabilities without adjusting for any cov-
ariates is equivalent to making a J�K contingency table
with J outcome classes and K exposure groups. We have
deemed the use of MLR for estimating adjusted/
conditional predicted probabilities legitimate but do not
directly investigate the extent of this usage.

2.3 | OLR

When the outcome variable is ordinal, instead of MLR,
one might consider the OLR model, from which ORs can
be estimated. OLR can be used when an outcome vari-
able is ordinal and has more than two levels. Suppose Y
is an ordinal outcome variable with k levels. OLR can be
expressed as:

F I GURE 1 This stacked histogram shows a scenario where

the overall risk of Y = 1 is the same in both the unexposed and

exposed groups (x1 denotes the exposure group). Interpreting the

exponentiated coefficients for x1 separately would lead researchers

to infer an increased risk for Y= 1 in the exposed group, even

though the risk is the same in both groups. Interpreting coefficients

for x1 for both Y= 1 and Y= 2 relative to the reference group

together, one might be able to deduce that the decrease in RRR for

Y= 1 is caused by an increased risk for Y= 2.

3118 FITZHUGH ET AL.
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log
P Y≥ ið Þ
P Y< ið Þ

� �
¼φiþβ1x1þ…þβmxm,

where i is some value of Y we will call a cutoff value and
x1,…,xm are explanatory values (Kleinbaum &
Klein, 2010). Contrary to MLR, OLR estimates the
association between covariates and the log odds of Y
being less than or equal to some cutoff i. Furthermore,
note that the coefficients, except the intercept, are not
dependent on the cutoff being considered. As such, the
coefficients express a change in log odds for a unit
change in a given covariate, irrespective of the cutoff
value being considered, implying the assumption that
this change is the same for each cutoff value. This
assumption is called the proportional odds assumption,
and it is central to OLR. Inspection of the proportional
odds assumption can be done in various ways, including
comparison of ORs for all possible cut-points and a Brant
test (Brant, 1990). Inspection of the proportional odds
assumption has also been attempted by comparing the
ORs of the OLR with the RRR of the MLR (Topriceanu
et al., 2021). However, such comparisons lead to faulty
conclusions, as comparing coefficients that are not repre-
sentations of the same measure of association is not
meaningful.

An alternate model to OLR is a generalization
called the generalized OLR model (GOLR), which may
be used. This model does not rely on the proportional
odds assumption and thus estimates multiple sets of
coefficients, similar to MLR, though a comparison to
MLR is still ill-advised. However, the increased com-
plexity of GOLR complicates the interpretation of
inferred effects.

2.4 | Illustrative cases

To further illustrate an important point of this review,
namely, that the parameters of MLR and OLR cannot
meaningfully be compared, we propose two examples.
The first example uses registry data from the Danish
National Patient Registries (usage approved by the Dan-
ish Data Protection Agency), and the second example
involves a hypothetical situation. The contingency table
for both examples is presented in Table 1. Analyses are
performed in R (R Core Team, 2018).

Case 1: Association between mental disorders and stroke
or death.

For the first example, we consider a cohort of 22,719
patients who have turned 60 years of age on or prior to
2009 and who have been diagnosed with atrial fibrillation
(AF) (ICD-10: I48) at some point after turning 60. We
then compare patients who have been diagnosed with
severe mental disorders (ICD-10: F20, F22, F25, F30 or
F31) with those who have no history of mental disorders
on death and stroke (ICD-10: I60, I61, I63 or I64) within
2 years after they have been diagnosed with AF.

The proportions of death and stroke are summarized
for this cohort using a contingency table (Table 1),
from which we may compute the RRRs directly.

Thus, we find RRRStroke vs Healthy ¼ 74:1%=2:1%
70,3%=1:8%¼ 0:90 and

RRRDead vs Healthy ¼ 24:8%=2:1%
27:9%=1:8%¼ 0:76. Equivalently, RRRs

are found when utilizing a MLR model from the nnet
package in R (Table 1). The RRRStroke vs Healthy of 0.9 is
counterintuitive because patients with severe mental ill-
ness have an elevated risk of stroke but a reduced risk of

TAB L E 1 Contingency tables and model parameter estimates for both cases.

Contingency table

Multinomial
logistic
regression

Generalized
ordinal logistic
regression

Ordinal
logistic
regression

Example from the
Danish National
Patient Registries

No mental
disorder

Severe mental
disorder

RRR OR OR

Healthy (y = 0)
(ref.)

1.8% 2.1% - - -

Stroke (y = 1) 70.3% 74.1% .91 .86 .81

Dead (y = 2) 27.9% 24.8% .73 .81 .81

Hypothetical situation Non-smoker Smoker RRR OR OR

Healthy (y = 0)
(ref.)

36% 11% - - -

Cancer (y = 1) 25% 67% 8.77 4.55 1.17

Dead (y = 2) 39% 22% 1.85 .44 1.17

FITZHUGH ET AL. 3119
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death. However, these results arise because of the larger
group of patients that remain stroke-free and survive
compared with the reference group.

In this example, the outcome variable is the patients’
health state, which can assume progressively worse out-
comes classes. As such, it can be considered as an ordinal
variable, and we may model the associations between the
outcome and mental health disorders with an OLR model
from the ordinal package in R. Using the OLR model
yields a single parameter estimate for the exposure,
which is assumed to be equivalent for all cutoffs of the
outcome variable (Table 1). This is often called the pro-
portional odds assumption. If, instead, we use a GOLR
model also from the ordinal package in R, which does
not assume proportional odds, we can estimate the same
number of parameters as with MLR (Table 1). Equivalent
results are found by considering the contingency table,

and doing so yields ORi¼0Stroke0 ¼ 24:8%þ74:1%ð Þ=2:1%
27:9%þ70:3%ð Þ=1:8% ¼ 0:86

and ORi¼0Dead0 ¼ 24:8%= 2:1%þ74:1%ð Þ
27:9%= 1:8%þ70:3%ð Þ ¼ 0:84 for the cutoffs of

‘stroke’ and ‘dead’, respectively. These estimates are iden-
tical to those of the GOLR model, with some rounding
error. From the results of the GOLR, we see that the pro-
portional odds assumption is likely to hold in this example,
while the results of the MLR preserve the direction but not
the magnitude. None of the analyses captures the elevated
risk of stroke for patients with severe mental illness. This is
only seen by considering the contingency table.

Case 2: A hypothetical example

In the second example, we see an elevated risk of can-
cer and a decreased risk of death in a group of smokers
compared with non-smokers. Again, the RRR estimates
of the MLR do not capture the decreased risk of death
because both RRRs are above 1.0 (Table 1). Moreover,
the example reveals that the RRR estimates of the MLR
are not comparable to the OR estimates of the GOLR and
OLR because the estimates differ in both magnitude and
direction. Both examples highlight the difficulties in
interpreting RRR. However, we stress that the MLR can
be used to derive an adjusted contingency table using
predicted probabilities.

3 | METHODS

We identified articles concerning the use of MLR in anal-
ysis, with stroke patients as the population, through a
systematic literature search. The databases PubMed and
EMBASE were initially searched on 29 August 2019, and
a final search was conducted on 29 September 2021,
using the search string described in Appendix A. Articles
were included regardless of publication year.

3.1 | Inclusion/exclusion criteria

Initially, we included all articles that applied MLR to a
population, which included stroke patients as either
exposure or outcome. Moreover, studies that aimed at
investigating or in any way reflected on the associations
represented by the RRRs of MLR were subsequently
included. Thus, prediction (prognosis or diagnosis)
studies where the parameters of the MLR are not
referred to as associations between an independent var-
iable and the risk/odds of a response were excluded.
Likewise, studies where the MLR was only used for
IPTW were excluded. Studies deriving only adjusted/
unadjusted predicted probabilities where no compari-
sons between exposure groups are made were also
excluded. Studies in another language than Danish or
English or studies with an unclear methodology were
also excluded.

3.2 | Data extraction, analysis, and
reporting

The titles and abstracts of all articles identified by the
search string (Appendix A) were screened by two of the
authors (LRR and AHS) to exclude articles not pertaining
to multinomial logistic models or populations, including
stroke patients. Studies not excluded after the screening
of titles and abstracts were screened again on a full-text
basis by the two other authors (JBV, NF). Lastly, some
articles were identified by hand. These were screened in
the same manner as the articles found in the systematic
search (Figure 2).

We have reported our systematic review in accor-
dance with the PRISMA 2020 guidelines, except for the
items relating to meta-analysis, which are not relevant in
the context of this review.

The included articles were carefully examined for
information about whether they:

1. Denoted exponentiated coefficients as anything other
than RRR.

2. Compared MLR results to results of OLR.
3. Interpreted MLR results in a coherent manner.

Additionally, studies with predictive aims were
reviewed to ascertain whether any form of data split or
similar was used to assess the models’ predictive ability.
Using a random data split is in general ill-advised, as this
method is inefficient and inferior to cross-validation and
bootstrapping methods. We do not consider the use of
apparent validation, that is, where a prediction model is
validated on the same data as it has been trained, as a
valid validation method.

3120 FITZHUGH ET AL.
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Furthermore, the publication year for each article
was determined in order to assess the time trends in the
use of MLR. The information extracted from each article
is presented in Appendix B.

4 | RESULTS

The search string resulted in 227 articles in PubMed and
267 articles in EMBASE. After removing duplicates, our
search yielded 285 articles (Figure 2).

Following the screening of titles and abstracts, 52 arti-
cles were included for full-text screening. A further
28 articles were found by hand-searching reference lists.

In total, 68 studies met our inclusion criteria and were
eligible for inclusion in the review. The included studies
were published between 1988 and 2021, and 58 studies
(85%) were published between January 2010 and
September 2021 (Figure 3).

4.1 | Denoting the coefficients

As suspected, coefficients of MLR were seldom referred
to as RRRs, with 60 articles (88%) referring to them as
some other measure of risk (Table 2). OR interpretation
was by far the most popular way to interpret coefficients,
with 50 articles (74%) interpreting the exponentiated

F I GURE 2 Flow diagram of the

screening process for studies identified

in the systematic literature search.
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coefficients either fully (Béjot et al., 2017; Butcher
et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2017; Clarke et al., 2011; Debette
et al., 2011; Ellis et al., 2017; Jaffre et al., 2014; Kang
et al., 2018; Matsukawa et al., 2013; Meurer et al., 2009;
Mizrahi et al., 2005; Park et al., 2013; Rist et al., 2013;
Tuttolomondo et al., 2015; Zinkstok et al., 2014; Zong
et al., 2016) or in part as OR (Kim et al., 2004; Rist
et al., 2016; Ye et al., 2015). In one article, the exponen-
tiated coefficients were denoted as ORs but not explicitly
interpreted (Nighoghossian et al., 2016).

Only eight articles included in this review denoted
the exponentiated coefficients as relative risk ratios
(Cupini et al., 2002; Daneshvari & Johansen, 2021; Loikas

et al., 2021; Rehman et al., 2020; Williams et al., 2021)
while also interpreting them as such. Additionally,
two articles denoted exponentiated coefficients as RRRs
but frequently misinterpreted these as RRs (Chow
et al., 2017; Loikas et al., 2021).

Two articles by the same author used MLR, but recog-
nized the difficult interpretation of MLR and subse-
quently abandoned interpretation in favour of deriving
adjusted predicted probabilities (Buntin et al., 2005,
2009). As such, these articles did not denote the exponen-
tiated coefficients as either RRs, ORs or RRRs, although
it should be noted that the results of the MLR were
reported in supplements, which seem to be unavailable.

F I GURE 3 This graph shows the

publication year of the included studies.

As can be seen on the graph, the use of

multinomial logistic regression (MLR)

seems to be more frequent starting from

2012, with a large spike in usage in

recent years.

TAB L E 2 Proportion of articles identified for each objective.

Domain Number of studies (%) [ref]

Primary objectives

Articles denoting exponentiated coefficients as
other than RRR

60 (88%) (Anagnostou et al., 2020; Béjot et al., 2017; Buntin et al., 2005, 2009; Butcher
et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2017, 2020; Chow et al., 2017; Clarke et al., 2011; Covert
et al., 2020; Debette et al., 2011; Ellis et al., 2017; Fitzpatrick et al., 2020; Gocan
et al., 2020; Gong et al., 2021; Hamaguchi et al., 2020; Hendrickx et al., 2021;
Howrey et al., 2011; Huo et al., 2021; Jacob et al., 2021; Jaffre et al., 2014; Johnson
et al., 2015; Jung et al., 2016; Kang et al., 2018; Kashani et al., 2021; Kim
et al., 2004; Krajcoviechova et al., 2015; Kuohn et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2021;
Macintosh et al., 2021; Matsukawa et al., 2013; Meurer et al., 2009; Minen et al.,
2019; Mizrahi et al., 2005; Morrisey et al., 1988; Nagai et al., 2011; Nighoghossian
et al., 2016; Park et al., 2013; Piayda et al., 2021; Pinto et al., 2021; Qiu et al., 2009;
Quiñones et al., 2021; Rimmele et al., 2021; Rist et al., 2013, 2016; Rodríguez-
Castro et al., 2018; Schlegel, 2004; Shigematsu et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2019; Song
et al., 2015, 2017; Soroush et al., 2019; Stulberg et al., 2019; Tuttolomondo
et al., 2015; Uijl et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2019; Zinkstok et al., 2014;
Zong et al., 2016; Zongo et al., 2019)

Articles comparing MLR results to the results
of OLR

2 (3%) (Johnson et al., 2015; Lipsman et al., 2009)

Articles interpreting MLR results in a coherent
manner

5 (7%) (Buntin et al., 2005, 2009; Hendrickx et al., 2021; Macintosh et al., 2021;
Williams et al., 2021)

Secondary objective

Articles with a predictive aim using data split
or similar for predictive accuracy

3 of 9 (33.33%) (Covert et al., 2020; Hamaguchi et al., 2020; Uijl et al., 2020)
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4.2 | Comparisons with OLR

Out of the 68 included articles, only two articles (3%)
compare results from MLR to OLR with the purpose of
validating the proportional odds assumption (Johnson
et al., 2015; Lipsman et al., 2009).

4.3 | Coherency of interpretation

As seen in Figure 1 and earlier discussions, it is impor-
tant to interpret the coefficients in a coherent manner
and not interpret each coefficient independently. Of the
68 included articles, only five studies (7%) interpreted the
coefficients coherently (Buntin et al., 2005, 2009;
Hendrickx et al., 2021; Macintosh et al., 2021; Williams
et al., 2021). Additionally, three studies (4%) did not
explicitly interpret MLR results for unspecified reasons,
although the studies aimed to do so (Lipsman et al., 2009;
Nagai et al., 2011; Uijl et al., 2020).

Studies varied in the degree of coherency in their
interpretation. As mentioned previously, two studies
abandoned all interpretation of results in recognition of
the difficult interpretation of MLR (Buntin et al., 2005,
2009). We counted these as having a coherent interpreta-
tion. Three studies are identified as having a coherent
interpretation to some extent, as they recognized the ref-
erence outcome category (Hendrickx et al., 2021;
Macintosh et al., 2021; Williams et al., 2021).

The remaining 60 studies (88%) interpreted the coeffi-
cients separately.

4.4 | Use of data split in studies with a
predictive aim

As the secondary aim of this study, we examined the use
of data splits or similar methods in studies with predic-
tive aims. Among the included studies, nine aimed to use
MLR for predictive purposes. Two studies applied data
splits or other methods, where Covert et al. (2020) used
cross-validation and Uijl et al. (2020) validated their
model using an external dataset. The remaining studies
applied Akaike’s information criterion (Hamaguchi
et al., 2020).

5 | DISCUSSION

In this review, we have formulated three problem areas
regarding the use of MLR based on inadequacies seen
previously in studies in this area. Investigation of these
problems in studies involving stroke patients identified in

a systematic literature search shows that some of these
problems are common when studies use MLR to compute
association (Table 2).

The denotation of exponentiated coefficients from
MLR in studies involving stroke patients as anything
other than RRRs appears to be exceedingly common. We
speculate that much of this misinterpretation is a legacy
of the usage of binary logistic regression because the clear
majority of studies denoted the results as OR. This is
unfortunate, as the wrongful denotation of the exponen-
tiated coefficients may lead to a wrongful interpretation
of their meaning. Specifically, denoting the exponentiated
coefficients as OR may lead to interpretations such as an
increase or decrease in risk or odds, which we have
shown is erroneous. The wrongful denotation of the
results of MLR speaks to a misunderstanding of the
model itself. Authors should be aware of the results of
their model of choice, specifically what measures of effect
these can be meaningfully interpreted as. As such,
authors must be aware that MLR estimates RRRs and
also be aware of their dually relative nature.

We specified a second problem area pertaining to
comparisons with OLR because examples were presented
where the results of MLR were compared with those of
OLR. In the included studies involving stroke patients,
this problem was not common, with two studies (Table 2)
making this comparison. As previously discussed, mak-
ing this comparison is not meaningful, and most authors
did not attempt to do so.

As our third objective, we set out to investigate how
the results of MLR were interpreted. We have described
how the use of MLR necessitates a coherent interpreta-
tion of the estimated coefficients, as the method is signifi-
cantly more complex than, for example, binary logistic
regression. Coefficients are specific to the outcome cate-
gory, resulting in multiple estimated coefficients for each
covariate in the model. Each coefficient is therefore influ-
enced by the coefficients of other outcome levels, and an
interpretation taking this into account is necessary. Only
five studies displayed coherency in interpretation, with
the clear majority of studies interpreting the coefficients
separately. This is problematic as single estimates provide
limited information about risks, and thus these are given
too much significance in many studies. In a worst-case
scenario, this may lead to the wrong conclusions being
drawn.

Two studies (Buntin et al., 2005, 2009) included in
our review did not display any of the previously described
problems. Both studies displayed an understanding of
the complexities of MLR and, resultingly, abandoned
the interpretation of the estimated coefficients. Instead,
the authors opted to derive adjusted predicted
probabilities, which can be done from the results of MLR
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(Greene, 2012). The fact that only two studies did not dis-
play the problems we have described is not surprising, as
authors familiar with the challenges of MLR expectedly
tend to use other models. Contrastingly, one study
(Soroush et al., 2019) interpreted the results of MLR only
through p-values and made no attempt at interpreting
the effect estimates or the relevant confidence intervals.
Consequently, this study employs the least coherent
interpretation seen in the studies included in our review.

It is not clear how these results relate to existing
research; to our knowledge, no other study has examined
the extent of the previously described challenges
with MLR.

None of the studies identified in this review use MLR
to derive conditional predicted probabilities or discrete
choice models.

The secondary aim of our review was to examine the
use of data splits or similar methods to validate MLR
models used for prediction. In this review, only a few
studies (n = 9) used MLR for prediction, with only three
studies (33.33%) validating the model using data split,
external validation, cross-validation or similar methods.
This proportion is lower than what has been found in
other reviews (Bouwmeester et al., 2012; Collins
et al., 2011, 2013, 2014), though methodology among
these varies. One review (Collins et al., 2014) excludes
studies that do not conduct external validation of predic-
tion models, and it is evident from the flow diagram that
43 articles are excluded because they use random data
splits, cross-validation or bootstrapping. Disregarding
studies exclusively performing external validation of
existing models and counting excluded studies using
internal validation, the proportion of studies using data
splits, external validation or similar would be more than
half of the included articles. Similarly, a review regarding
the methodology and reporting in the development of
prediction models for type 2 diabetes (Collins et al., 2011)
found that 38% of the included studies used internal vali-
dation of the model and 54% used external validation.
Note that this review did not include studies performing
external validation of an already existing model. A simi-
lar review of studies of chronic kidney disease (Collins
et al., 2013) found that, of the 11 included studies, 73%
used internal validation by data splits or similar methods,
and additionally, 36% of studies used external validation
of the model. This review did not include studies that
performed external validation of an already existing
model. Lastly, a review examining the reporting and
methodology of studies in clinical prediction research
(Bouwmeester et al., 2012), which included both model
development studies and predictor-finding studies, found
that the use of external validation was 27% and 0%,
respectively. Likewise, the use of internal validation was

infrequent, but in total, the proportion of studies that
used data splits, external validation or similar methods
was larger than seen in our review.

The low proportion of studies using model validation
methods seen in our review may be explained by multiple
factors. Firstly, only a small number of predictive studies
were identified by our review. Secondly, the use of data
splitting techniques and external validations seems to
vary between diseases (Collins et al., 2011, 2013). Lastly,
the inclusion of either model development studies and/or
studies identifying predictors seems to influence the find-
ings (Collins et al., 2011).

5.1 | Limitations

Our systematic search and review were limited to articles
in either English or Danish and only considered studies
that were peer-reviewed. Additionally, we did not have
the opportunity to do a full-text search for all articles,
and it is likely that a large portion of studies that apply
MLR do not state so in the title or abstract. As such, it
cannot be ruled out that studies could have been missed.
We expect that if these articles had been identified, the
problems raised in this review might be more prevalent.
Therefore, we may have underestimated the extent of
these methodological problems.

This review detailed studies involving stroke patients
as either a population or an exposure. It is unclear if the
extent of the problems we have discussed in this review is
similar when MLR is used on other patient populations,
but we suspect this to be the case.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

This systematic review identifies 68 articles selected for
inclusion. Based on the three questions that we sought to
answer, we have found significant problems in the usage
and interpretation of MLR. Study authors routinely mis-
label and fail to coherently interpret the effects inferred
by MLR.

Consequently, the risk of misinterpreting the results
from applying MLR and drawing conclusions that the
data does not support is high.

Contrastingly, the use of comparisons of MLR and
OLR results is not widespread.

Our findings show that the use of MLR to estimate
and interpret associations is difficult, and based on the
results of this review, authors should be careful when
interpreting the results of MLR. Considering the year of
publication of the included studies, it is evident that most
studies identified in this review have been published in
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recent years and that the use of MLR seems to be increas-
ing (Figure 3). Thus, the challenges we have identified
are increasingly problematic and relevant.

It is important to state that while MLR may necessi-
tate a too complex interpretation, the model still has
merit when used for prognostic or diagnostic purposes,
performing IPTW in data with a nominal exposure vari-
able, using discrete choice models or computing adjusted
predicted probabilities.
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APPENDIX A: SEARCH STRINGS

PubMed search string
(((((((((((((“Stroke”[Mesh]) OR “Brain Ischemia”

[Mesh]) OR stroke*[tw]) OR Brain Infarct*[tw]) OR
Cerebrovascular Accident*[tw]) OR Apoplex*[tw]) OR
Cerebrovascular event*[tw]) OR Cerebral Infarct*[tw])
OR Brain Stem Infarct*[tw]) OR Brain Ischemia*[tw])
OR Cerebral Ischemia*[tw]) OR Transient Ischemic
Attack*[tw])) AND (((((((multinomial regression*[tw])
OR multinomial logit regression*[tw]) OR multinominal
logistic regression*[tw]) OR multinominal regression*
[tw]) OR polytomous logistic regression*[tw]) OR poly-
tomous regression*[tw]) OR multinomial logistic regres-
sion*[tw])

EMBASE search string
(‘brain ischemia’/exp OR ‘brain ischemia’ OR ‘cere-

brovascular accident’/exp OR ‘cerebrovascular accident’
OR stroke*:ti,ab,kw OR ‘brain infarct*’:ti,ab,kw OR
‘cerebrovascular accident*’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘apoplex*’:ti,ab,
kw OR ‘cerebrovascular event*’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘cerebral
infarct*’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘brain stem infarct*’:ti,ab,kw OR
‘brain ischemia*’:ti,ab,kw OR ‘cerebral ischemia*’:ti,ab,
kw OR ‘transient ischemic attack*’:ti,ab,kw) AND
(((multinomi*al NEAR/3 regression*):ti,ab,kw) OR
((polytomous NEAR/3 regression*):ti,ab,kw)) NOT [con-
ference abstract]/lim
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APPENDIX B: INCLUDED STUDIES

TABLE B1 Included studies.

Study

Exponentiated
coefficients are
denoted as …

Does study
compare MLR
results with OLR?

Does the study
conduct a coherent
or separate
interpretation of
MLR results?

Does the study
have a
predictive aim?

Does the study
conduct any form for
cross validation?

Cupini et al. (2002) RRR No Separate Yes No

Schlegel (2004) RR No Separate Yes No

Kim et al. (2004) OR, RR No Separate No No

Mizrahi et al. (2005) OR No Separate Yes No

Meurer et al. (2009) OR No Separate Yes No

Butcher et al. (2010) OR No Separate Yes No

Clarke et al. (2011) OR No Separate No No

Debette et al. (2011) OR No Separate No No

Rist et al. (2013) OR No Separate No No

Park et al. (2013) OR No Separate No No

Matsukawa et al. (2013) OR No Separate No No

Zinkstok et al. (2014) OR No Separate No No

Jaffre et al. (2014) OR No Separate No No

Ye et al. (2015) OR, RR No Separate No No

Tuttolomondo et al. (2015) OR No Separate No No

Jung et al. (2016) OR No Separate No No

Rist et al. (2016) OR, RR No Separate No No

Zong et al. (2016) OR No Separate No No

Choi et al. (2017) OR No Separate No No

Chow et al. (2017) RRR, RR No Separate No No

Ellis et al. (2017) OR No Separate No No

Béjot et al. (2017) OR No Separate No No

Kang et al. (2018) OR No Separate No No

Rodríguez-Castro
et al. (2018)

OR No Separate No No

Soroush et al. (2019) OR No Separate No No

Zongo et al. (2019) OR No Separate No No

Choi et al. (2020) OR No Separate No No

Stulberg et al. (2019) OR No Separate No No

Anagnostou et al. (2020) -a No Separate No No

Hamaguchi et al. (2020) OR No Separate Yes Yes

Covert et al. (2020) OR No Separate Yes Yes

Rehman et al. (2020) RRR No Separate No No

Fitzpatrick et al. (2020) OR No Separate No No

Gocan et al. (2020) OR No Separate No No

Kuohn et al. (2020) OR No Separate No No

Williams et al. (2021) RRR No Coherent No No
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(Continued)

Study

Exponentiated
coefficients are
denoted as …

Does study
compare MLR
results with OLR?

Does the study
conduct a coherent
or separate
interpretation of
MLR results?

Does the study
have a
predictive aim?

Does the study
conduct any form for
cross validation?

Daneshvari and
Johansen (2021)

RRR No Separate No No

Macintosh et al. (2021) OR No Coherent No No

Hendrickx et al. (2021) -b No Coherent No No

Ma et al. (2021) OR No Separate No No

Huo et al. (2021) OR No Separate No No

Gong et al. (2021) OR No Separate Yes No

Loikas et al. (2021) RRR No Separate No No

Rimmele et al. (2021) OR No Separate No No

Morrisey et al. (1988) otherc No Separate No No

Buntin et al. (2005) -d No Coherent No No

Qiu et al. (2009) OR No Separate No No

Buntin et al. (2009) -d No Coherent No No

Nagai et al. (2011) OR No -e No No

Howrey et al. (2011) OR No Separate No No

Song et al. (2015) OR No Separate No No

Shigematsu et al. (2015) OR No Separate No No

Krajcoviechova et al. (2015) OR No Separate No No

Johnson et al. (Zongo
et al., 2019)

OR Yes Separate No No

Choi et al. (2016) RRR No Separate No No

Nighoghossian et al. (2016) OR No Separate No No

Singh et al. (2019) otherf No Separate No No

Wysocki et al. (2019) RRR No Separate No No

Minen et al. (2019) OR No Separate No No

Zhao et al. (2020) OR No Separate No No

Uijl et al. (2020) OR No -f Yes Yes

Piayda et al. (2021) OR No Separate No No

Kashani et al. (2021) RR No Separate No No

Quiñones et al. (2021) OR No Separate No No

Pinto et al. (2021) OR No Separate No No

Jacob et al. (2021) OR No Separate No No

Song et al. (2017) OR No Separate No No

Lipsman et al. (2009) RRR Yes -g No No

a Exponentiated coefficients are not denoted in any way.
b Exponentiated coefficients are not denoted in any way.
c Coefficients are presented, but not denoted in any way.
d Concludes that interpretation is not easy and abandons this. Instead risk estimates are derived.
e Does not attempt to interpret results.
f Results not interpreted
g Result not interpreted, and not presented in article.
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